USER MANUAL
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BOX CONTENT
1. Headphone with mic + inline controller with a 3.5mm 4 pole jack plug.
2. Short adapter cable for PC (10cm) with two 3.5mm jack plugs.
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InstallatiOn InstructiOnS
1. For Smartphones:
Use the 3.5mm jack plug that is wired to the headset to connect with most
devices.
2. For Tablet Or Notebook With A 4 Pole Jack Plugs:
The headset is compatible with tablets or notebooks with a combined
headphone and microphone jack (4 pole 3.5mm socket). Use the 3.5mm plug
that is wired to the headset to connect with most devices.
3. For PCs Or Notebooks With Separate Jacks:
Use the extension adapter cable to plug the headset to the devices. Plug in the
headphone jack into the soundcard’s speaker output jack (usually green) and
the microphone jack into the microphone input jack (usually pink).
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CONFIGURATION

1. Adjust the speaker volume (-/+) and speaker mute function with the inline
controller.
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2. Auto-microphone on/off setting: Get your mic out of the way quickly and
easily when you don’t need it in the midst of battle. When the mic position is
up it turns OFF automatically, when you move it down it automatically turns ON
again.
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FEATURES
1. Foldable Gaming Headset
2. 1 X 3.5mm Stereo 4 pole Plug for smart phone, tablet , earphone, PS4;
And attached extension adapter to support notebook, PC
3. Quick mic on/off on mic boom
4. In-lined volume control & speaker on/off

WEEE NOTICE:
Symbol for Separate Collection in European Countries.
This symbol indicates that this product is to be collected separately.
The following apply only to users in European countries:
This product is designated for separate collection at an appropriate
collection point. Do not dispose of as household waste.
For more information, contact the retailer or the local authorities in
charge of waste management.
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